
The Hollywood Movie Machine is a new way to combine Entertainment & Social Networking.
Now anyone and everyone can be a star and live out their Hollywood dreams with the HOLLYWOOD MOVIE MACHINE. Think 
of it as your own personal Hollywood Movie Studio in a box where family, friends and even complete strangers, whether in 
the same room or in different parts of the world, will all be brought together by the HOLLYWOOD MOVIE MACHINE and the 
magic of the movies! 

The Hollywood Movie Machine utilizes the Screen Test Face Replacement Technology™.
The HOLLYWOOD MOVIE MACHINE utilizes the Screen Test Face Replacement Technology™ to seamlessly and flawlessly 
place your live, real-time video images over the original actor, singer, celebrity or cartoon character’s face (without a Green 
Screen); magically transforming you into that character as you “act, react and interact” on screen with the other famous 
actors in licensed SceneClips™. With Screen Test Studios you can become the star as you live out your 15 minutes of Fame 
over and over again. SCREEN TEST STUDIOS is a Movieoke Experience™ for all ages.

The HOLLYWOOD MOVIE MACHINE also includes multiple Hollywood-themed applications and games, all giving 
you, your family and friends that coveted Hollywood Movie Experience. (See back for more information)
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Why Hollywood Movie Machine?
• One and only Face Replacement
   Technology™ with five patents
• No direct competition
• No Green Screen
• Multiple character &
   remote player options

It’s all in the box!
• Hollywood Movie Machine box
• Screen Test Face Replacement software
• Free SceneClips (additional clips
   available for purchase)
• Web camera
• Media Vault removable storage



SCREEN TEST STUDIOS:**
Imagine becoming your favorite character from a famous Movie, Television Program, Cartoon, or Music Video clip.
SCREEN TEST STUDIOS is a “Movieoke ExperienceTM” for all ages. Screen Test utilizes their innovative Face Replacement TechnologyTM to 
seamlessly and flawlessly place your live, real-time video image over the original actor, singer, celebrity or cartoon character’s face (without 
a Green Screen); magically transforming you into that character as you “act, react and interact” on screen with the other famous actors in 
licensed Scene ClipsTM. Just like Karaoke, your lines or lyrics are scrolled on the screen as you rehearse your chosen Scene Clip. You, your 
family and friends can Face Replace one character or multiple characters in famous and iconic scenes from a huge library of licensed Scene 
ClipsTM from a variety of Movies, TV Programs, Music Videos, Cartoons and other media;  Or you can do a Casting Call and invite other 
Screen Test actors from around the world* to appear in Scene ClipsTM with you or become a Movieoke Actors Guild (MAG) member and 
impress everyone with your acting skills by exporting and sharing your completed Scene ClipsTM (via the supplied Movie Machine Media 
Vault Thumbnail Drive) to your computer and upload your Screen Test to your very own personalized Casting Page on the Screen Test 
Studios (or other Social Networking) site, YouTube, Email, burn to DVD or upload to your cell phone or MP3 Player. With The Hollywood 
Movie Machine you become the star as you live out your 15 minutes of Fame over and over again.

 SCREEN TEST STUDIOS 3-D**:
Now that you know what Screen Test Studios can do…just imagine doing it in 3-D!

 THE RED CARPET WALK:**
Walk the Red Carpet at a famous Entertainment Awards show and be interviewed as a well-known celebrity of your choice. With The Red 
Carpet Walk you are the Celebrity…are you ready for your close-up?

 THE HOLLYWOOD PLAYER:
Play a variety of fun and entertaining movie trivia games.

 HOLLYWOOD TRUE CRIME:**
Become a famous Hollywood Detective as you act and interact on screen following the clues through a number of Hollywood Murder 
Mystery clips from famous movies. Solve the crimes and become a famous Movie Detective yourself, always returning to the scene of the 
crime.

 ME2-MEDIA:**
Have you ever wanted to appear in your favorite TV Commercial? Run your own Political Campaign? With Me2-Media you become the 
commercial as you appear in your choice of TV Ads or infamous News and Entertainment Clips…who knows, you might become the next 
big personality of the week that everyone is talking about. Watch out for the Paparazzi!

 POSITIVE SELF-PROJECTION:**
Feeling blue? Can’t quit those nasty habits? Low self-esteem and body image problems? With Positive Self-Projection, you create your own, 
personalized, live image on the body you’ve always wanted. This Self-Projection is then displayed every time you personally access The 
Hollywood Movie Machine (password protected) or your computer. Receive daily positive affirmations in your own voice with your image 
on the body you’ve always wanted. Keep track of your progress and become the future you without the limitations you’re dealing with 
today. Lose that weight; quit smoking; become more active…the world is yours; it’s all up to you. You can do it!

 INVASION OF THE NEMATODES:**
It’s up to you and your family to save the planet and stop the invasion! Prevent mankind from being enslaved by the Nematodes. Appear in 
this Sci-Fi fantasy together as you thwart the invasion and save humanity. Nematodes includes continuous new adventures. Be aware, the 
Nematodes are here!

 LIFE’S A GLITCH:**
Play this Interactive game as you learn all about the deal makings and breakings in Hollywood. Take on the role of a Hollywood Mega-
Agent or Producer, become a Studio Chief or a famous director or actor. See how the game is really played in Hollywood, where Life’s 
always a Glitch. Fun for the entire family.

*Non localized multiple character Scene ClipTM production requires a WiFi Internet Connection adaptor (sold  separately), a wireless High Speed Internet Connection and a Multiple 
Character Scene ClipTM.

** These Programs and Applications utilize the Screen Test Studios Face Replacement Technology.
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